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Abstract
This paper presents a systematic method for the selection of the Model Predictive Control (MPC) stage cost. We
match the MPC feedback law to a proportional-integral (PI) controller, which we efficiently tune by high-performance
Monte Carlo (MC) simulation. The PI tuning offers a wide range of tuning possibilities that is then inherited by the MPC
design. The MC simulation tuning of the PI controller is based on the minimization of two different objectives; 1) the
2-norm tracking error, and 2) a bi-objective consisting of the 2-norm tracking error and a 2-norm input rate of movement
penalty. We apply the method to design MPC for an exothermic chemical reaction conducted in an adiabatic continuous
stirred tank reactor (CSTR). The process is of interest as the nonlinear dynamics result in a desired operating point very
close to a constraint. Our MPC design includes stage costs automatically designed to match the tuned PI controllers,
hard input constraints, and a soft output constraint. Stochastic simulation results show that both the PI controller and the
MPC can track the desired operating point. However, the MPC shows reduced output constraint violation compared to
the PI controller. As such, the MPC design method successfully combines the efficient tuning of the PI controller with
the constraint handling properties of MPC.
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Introduction

Model Predictive Control (MPC) is an advanced control
technology, that is widely applied in the industry (Qin and
Badgwell, 2003). MPC offers direct methods to handle con-
straints in the specific system. However, the lack of system-
atic tuning methods can make the selection of the MPC pa-
rameters cumbersome. On the contrary, simple linear con-
trollers, such as proportional–integral (PI) controllers, offer
systematic tuning options. Therefore, it has previously been
proposed to match the MPC stage cost to tuned linear con-
trollers (Di Cairano and Bemporad, 2009, 2010; Zanon and
Bemporad, 2021). As such, one benefits from the system-
atic tuning of linear controllers in combination with the MPC
ability to handle constraints.

There exist a variety of tuning methods for linear
controllers, see, e.g., (Bansal et al., 2012) for propor-
tional–integral–derivative (PID) controllers. Also, we have
previously proposed an automatic tuning method for PID
controllers based on high-performance Monte Carlo (MC)
simulations of stochastic closed-loop systems (Wahlgreen
et al., 2021). This tuning method offers a systematic ap-
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proach, where one can select any tuning objective, e.g., target
tracking, input usages, etc. The method is even applicable to
advanced controllers like MPC. However, the tuning process
requires a large number of closed-loop simulations, which
can be computationally expensive for MPC. The computa-
tional cost of MC simulations for direct MPC tuning will be
significantly higher compared to MC simulation for tuning
linear controllers.

In this paper, we propose an MPC design method based on
matching the MPC feedback to a PI controller tuned by MC
simulations. As such, the method offers a systematic and
efficient approach to design the MPC stage cost. We demon-
strate the design method on a simulation case study, where
we consider an exothermic chemical reaction conducted in an
adiabatic continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR) (Wahlgreen
et al., 2020; Jørgensen et al., 2020). We apply a nonlinear
stochastic differential equation (SDE) model for the CSTR
dynamics, which results in an operating point close to an out-
put constraint. We track the optimal operating point with a
PI controller and an MPC controller, where the PI controller
is tuned based on MC simulation and the MPC is matched
to the tuned PI controller. The MPC formulation includes
hard input constraints and a soft output constraint to avoid in-
feasible Optimal Control Problems (OCPs) in the MPC. Our



results show that MPC reduces output constraint violation
compared to the PI controller while maintaining the tuned PI
performance when output constraints are inactive.

The remaining parts of the paper are organized as follows.
First, we introduce the simulation model for the CSTR. Next,
we present the discrete PI controller with anti-windup mech-
anism and the hard input and soft output constrained MPC
formulation for stabilization of the CSTR. Then, we present
the controller matching problem, show how to represent the
PI controller as a linear controller for the system, and provide
a short description of the MC simulation tuning. Finally, we
present the tuning and simulation results and end with our
conclusions.

Simulation Model for the Adiabatic CSTR

We consider an exothermic reaction conducted in an adia-
batic CSTR (Wahlgreen et al., 2020; Jørgensen et al., 2020).

General ODE model for the CSTR

A general ordinary differential equation (ODE) model for
a non-constant volume CSTR is (Wahlgreen et al., 2022)

dV
dt

= e>Fin−Fout, (1a)

dn
dt

=CinFin− cFout +RV, (1b)

where n is a vector of mole numbers, c = n/V is a vector
of concentrations, Cin is a matrix of inlet concentrations, R
is the production rate, V is the volume of the CSTR, Fin is
a vector of inlet stream flow rates, Fout is a scalar with the
outlet stream flow rate, and e is a vector of ones of proper
dimension. The production rate is given as,

R = S>r, (2)

where S is the stoichiometric matrix and r = r(c) is the reac-
tion rate.

Exothermic reaction conducted in a constant volume CSTR

The medium in the constant volume CSTR consists of
two components, A and B, and have temperature, T , which
we treat as an additional chemical component. As such,
the vector n consists of mole numbers (for A and B) and
the total internal energy (for T ). The vector c consists of
the concentrations of A and B, and the temperature T = cT .
The CSTR has constant volume and one inlet stream, i.e.,
e>Fin = Fin = Fout = F . The stoichiometric matrix is,

S =
[
−1.0 −2.0 β

]
, (3)

where β =−∆Hr/(ρcP), ∆Hr is the enthalpy of reaction, ρ is
the density of the mixture, and cP is the specific heat capacity.
The rate of reaction is,

r(c) = k(cT )cAcB, (4)

with

k(cT ) = k0 exp
(
−Ea

R
1
cT

)
, (5)

and Ea/R denoting the activation energy. The inlet stream
has the concentrations

Cin =

cA,in
cB,in
cT,in

=

 1.6/2
2.4/2
273.65

 . (6)

Together, Eq. (1)-(6) forms a three-state ODE model, where
the states are nA, nB, and nT . We refer to (Wahlgreen et al.,
2020) for the system parameters.

One-state model

At steady-state, the three-state model is exactly repre-
sented by a one-state model, where cA(cT ) and cB(cT ) are
functions of the temperature given as (Wahlgreen et al.,
2020),

cA(cT ) = cA,in +
1
β
(cT,in− cT ), (7a)

cA(cT ) = cB,in +
2
β
(cT,in− cT ). (7b)

The resulting inlet matrix and stoichiometric matrix are,

Cin =
[
cT,in

]
, S =

[
β
]
, (8)

and the state is nT .

Stochastic differential equations

We extend the general ODE formulation, Eq. (1), to an
SDE formulation with a stochastic diffusion term and disre-
gard the volume equation since the volume is constant. The
SDE is,

dn(t) = (CinF− cF +RV )dt +Fσ̄dω(t), (9)

where dω(t)∼ Nidd(0, Idt) is a standard Wiener process and
the diffusion function, Fσ̄ with σ̄ = diag([0;0;σT ]), models
inlet temperature variations (Wahlgreen et al., 2020).

Stochastic continuous-discrete system

Let x = n be the states, u = F be the inputs, yk = y(tk) be
discrete measurements corrupted by noise, z be the output, p
be the parameters, and vk = v(tk) ∼ Nidd(0,Rv) be measure-
ment noise. Then, we formulate the system as a stochastic
continuous-discrete system,

dx(t) = f (t,x(t),u(t), p)dt

+σ(t,x(t),u(t), p)dω(t),
(10a)

y(tk) = g(tk,x(tk))+ v(tk), (10b)
z(t) = h(t,x(t)), (10c)

where

f (t,x(t),u(t), p) =CinF− cF +RV, (11a)
σ(t,x(t),u(t), p) = Fσ̄, (11b)

g(tk,x(tk)) = nT/V = cT , (11c)
h(t,x(t)) = nT/V = cT . (11d)

We assume that discrete measurements are available with
sampling time, Ts.



Figure 1: Steady state plot for the CSTR. Black dot: desired
operation point. Red line: lower temperature constraint.

Operation of the CSTR

Figure 1 presents the steady-states of the CSTR within
the flow rate limits, Fmin = 0 [mL/min] and Fmax = 1000
[mL/min] (Wahlgreen et al., 2020). The desired operat-
ing point has the temperature steady-state T̄ = 59.30 [oC]
achieved at a flow rate of F̄ = 630 [mL/min]. The lower tem-
perature constraint is Tmin = 57.26 [oC].

PI Controller

We stabilize the CSTR at the reference temperature, T̄ ,
with a PI controller. The discrete PI controller with anti-
windup mechanism is given as,

ek = ȳk− yk, (12a)
Pk = kPek, (12b)

Ik = Îk−1 +TskIek, (12c)
ûk = ū+P+ I, (12d)
uk = max(umin,min(umax, ûk)), (12e)

Iaw,k = Tskaw(uk− ûk), (12f)

Îk = Ik + Iaw,k. (12g)

The anti-windup mechanism, Eq. (12f), ensures reasonable
integrator behavior, when the PI response saturates the input,
uk, at umin or umax.

Model Predictive Controller

We also stabilize the CSTR with a linear MPC (LMPC).
At time t j, the LMPC solves the hard input and soft output
constrained OCP,

min
u,x

φ j(u,x)+φε, j(u,x), (13a)

s.t. x j = x̂ j| j (13b)

x j+k+1 = Ax j+k +Bu j+k, (13c)
z j+k =Czx j+k, (13d)
umin, j+k ≤ u j+k ≤ umax, j+k, (13e)
z j+k ≥ zmin, j+k− εl, j+k, (13f)
z j+k ≤ zmax, j+k + εu, j+k, (13g)

where x̂ j| j is an estimate of the states x j and

φ j(u,x) =
N−1

∑
k=0

[
x j+k
u j+k

]> [Q S>

S R

][
x j+k
u j+k

]
+ x>j+NPx j+N ,

(14a)

φε, j(u,x) =
N

∑
k=0

([
εl, j+k
εu, j+k

]> [Qεl

Qεu

][
εl, j+k
εu, j+k

]

+

[
qεl

qεu

]> [
εl, j+k
εu, j+k

])
.

(14b)

MPC Stage Cost Design

We design the MPC stage cost, Eq. (14a), by controller
matching to a well-tuned stabilizing PI controller.

Controller matching problem

The controller matching problem is formulated as the
semi-definite programming (SDP) (Zanon and Bemporad,
2021),

min
Γ,P,β

β, (15a)

s.t. βI � HΓ +HP � I, (15b)

where

HΓ =

[
K̂>ΓK̂> K̂>Γ

ΓK̂ Γ

]
, (16a)

HP =−
[

A>PA−P A>PB
B>PA B>PB

]
, (16b)

and K̂ is the stabilizing linear controller feedback matrix to
be matched such that,

u =−K̂x. (17)

The OCP, Eq. (13), with stage cost matrices Q, R, and S,

Q = K̂>ΓK̂ +P−A>PA, (18a)

R = Γ−B>PB, (18b)

S = ΓK̂−B>PA, (18c)

produces the same response as the linear controller, Eq. (17),
when inequality constrains are inactive.

Linearization of the one-state model

The matching problem, Eq. (15), requires a model in linear
discrete state-space form,

xl
k+1 = Axl

k +Bul
k, (19a)

yl
k =Cxl

k. (19b)

We apply linearization of the continuous model at the opera-
tion steady state, (xs,us), to obtain the continuous state-space
matrices,

Ac =
∂ f
∂x

(xs,us), Bc =
∂ f
∂u

(xs,us), (20)



and exact discretization to obtain the discrete state-space ma-
trices,[

A B
0 I

]
= exp

([
Ac Bc

0 0

]
Ts

)
. (21)

We base the MPC on the one-state model, as it is exact at
steady-state. Linearization and discretization of the one-state
CSTR model at the operating point, xs = ȳ = T̄ = 59.30 [oC]
and us = F̄ = 630 [mL/min], results in the following discrete
state-space matrices,

A =
[
0.9572

]
, B =

[
−57.5381

]
. (22)

Additionally, the measurement function, Eq. (11c), and out-
put function, Eq. (11d), are linear and we get,

C =Cz =
[
1/V

]
. (23)

The linear-discrete variables, xl
k, ul

k, and yl
k, are deviation

variables, i.e., xl
k = x(tk)− xs, ul

k = u(tk)− us, and yl
k =

y(tk)− ys.

PI controller with anti-windup as linear control law

We write the PI controller, Eq. (12), in the linear form, Eq.
(17). We include the integral state of the PI controller as a
state in the discrete state-space model. As such, we define,

x̃k =

[
xl

k
Ik−1

]
, ũk = ul

k. (24)

The corresponding state-space matrices are,

Â =

[
A 0

−TskIC 1

]
, B̂ =

[
B
0

]
. (25)

The proportional and integral part of the PI controller is lin-
early expressed as,

K̂P =
[
kPC 0

]
, K̂I =

[
TskIC −1

]
, (26a)

where we point out that the reference is ȳl = ȳ− ys = 0. The
linear control law is a linear combination of the proportional
and integral parts,

K̂ = K̂P + K̂I . (27)

We express the anti-windup mechanism, Eq. (12f), in terms
of additional discrete state-space matrices for the integral
state,

Aaw =

[
0

TskawK̂

]
, Baw =

[
0

Tskaw

]
, (28)

such that the state-space matrices for x̃k and ũk are,

Ã = Â+Aaw, B̃ = B̂+Baw. (29a)

The discrete state-space model is,

x̃k+1 = Ãx̃k + B̃ũk, (30)

and the PI response, Eq. (12), is expressed as the linear con-
trol response,

ũk =−K̂x̃. (31)

Monte Carlo based Tuning

We apply a MC simulation based method to tune the PI
controller, Eq. (12), in the stochastic system, Eq. (10)
(Wahlgreen et al., 2021).

Objectives for tuning

We consider two tuning objectives,

Φ
(n)
1 =

N

∑
k=0
||z(n)k − z̄k ||2Qz , (32a)

Φ
(n)
2 =

N

∑
k=0
||z(n)k − z̄k ||2Qz +

N

∑
n=1
||∆u(n)k ||

2
Q∆u

, (32b)

where z̄k is the output target at sampling time tk, z(n)k is the
output of the n’th closed-loop simulation at sampling time tk,
∆u(n)k = u(n)k −u(n)k−1 is the change in input from sampling time
tk−1 to tk, Qz is an output weight matrix, and Q∆u is an input
rate of change weight matrix.

Results

This section presents results for PI tuning, MPC design
by controller matching, and closed-loop performance for PI
controllers and MPCs. We simulate the stochastic closed-
loop system with the three-state CSTR model for t ∈ [t0, t f ],
where t0 = 0 [s], t f = 300 [s], Rv = 0.1, and σT = 5. The
sampling time of the system is Ts = 1 [s]. We solve the SDE,
Eq. (10), between sampling times with an explicit Euler-
Maruyama scheme with N = 10 intermediate steps.

We perform the closed-loop simulations on a 6 core In-
tel(R) Xeon(R) W-2235 CPU with frequency 3.80GHz.

Initial PI controller and MPC matching

We initially consider a non-tuned PI controller and demon-
strate MPC matching. The PI controller has gains kP =
−5.0 · 10−4, kI = −5.0 · 10−4, and kaw = 1.0 · 10−1. We ob-
tain the MPC stage cost matrices by solution of the SDP, Eq.
(15). We solve the SDP through cvx with MOSEK in MAT-
LAB (Grant and Boyd, 2008, 2014; MOSEK ApS, 2022).
Figure 2 shows that the PI and MPC responses are identical
as expected.

Tuning of PI controller

We base our tuning of each component of the PI gain
on 1.000.000 closed-loop simulation. Thus, tuning of the
three PI gains, kP, kI , and kaw requires 3.000.000 simulations,
which we perform in ≈ 90 [s]. We tune each gain by select-
ing 100 equidistant values of the gain in a selected range. The
tuned gain value minimizes the average objective value over
10.000 closed-loop simulations with different process noise.
We initialize the system at the operating point for the tuning
of kP and kI , and we initialize the system far from the operat-
ing point to tune kaw, in order to trigger input saturation. We
use Qz = 1.0 and Q∆u = 5 ·103.

Figure 3 presents tuning plots for the gains kP, kI , and kaw
with the Φ1 tuning objective, Eq. (32a). The tuned PI con-



Figure 2: Non-tuned PI controller and matched MPC. The
MPC response is identical to the PI response.

troller has gains,

kP =−2.0455 ·10−3, kI =−2.0909 ·10−4, (33a)

kaw = 1.1111 ·10−1. (33b)

Figure 4 presents probability density functions for a P con-
troller, a non-tuned PI controller, and the tuned PI controller
based on 30.000 closed-loop simulations each. We observe
that, as expected, the tuned PI controller delivers the best per-
formance both in terms of mean and variance.

We apply the same procedure for the the Φ2 tuning objec-
tive, Eq. (32b), and obtain the optimal PI gains,

kP =−4.0000 ·10−4, kI =−4.9091 ·10−5, (34a)

kaw = 1.1636 ·10−1. (34b)

Closed-loop simulation with PI controller and MPC

We consider the MPC formulation, Eq. (13), with stage
costs matched to the tuned PI controllers, Eq. (33) and
Eq. (34). The input constraints are umin = 0 [mL/min] and
umax = 1000 [mL/min]. We impose a lower soft output con-
straint zmin = 59.0 [oC], with Qεl = 106, and qεl = 106. No-
tice that the soft constraint is placed above the critical con-
straint, Tmin. This allows the MPC to take action before viola-
tion of the critical constraint, while ensuring feasible OCPs.
Figure 5 presents simulation results for both the Φ1 and Φ2
tuning objective. The results are based on 100 simulations of
the closed-loop system with different noise realizations. The
Φ1 objective leads to large input variance and small output
variance compared to the Φ2 objective. We consider the Φ2
simulations, where we observe that the increased output vari-
ance causes likely constraint violation for the PI controller.
The MPC reduces the constraint violation and has an average
time out of range of 0.044% compared to the PI controller
with 12.18%. The Φ1 values are 1.7079 ·103 and 1.7462 ·103

for the PI controller and MPC respectively, and similarly the
Φ2 values are 2.7160 · 103 and 3.3178 · 103. Thus, the MPC

(a) Tuning of kP. The optimum is kP =−2.0455 ·10−3.

(b) Tuning of kI . The optimum is kI =−2.0909 ·10−4.

(c) Tuning of kaw. The optimum is kaw = 1.1111 ·10−1.

Figure 3: Φ1 PI gain tuning. Each objective average is com-
puted from 10.000 closed-loop simulations.

Figure 4: Probability density function for three controllers.
P: kP = −1.0 · 10−3. PI: kP = −1.0 · 10−3 and kI = −1.0 ·
10−4. Tuned PI: gains given in Eq. (33).

successfully reduces the constraint violation while maintain-
ing the tuned performance of the PI controller at the cost of
slightly increased input changes.

Conclusion

The paper presents a systematic method to design MPC.
The method matches the MPC stage cost to a high-
performance MC simulation tuned PI controller. As such,



(a) Φ1 tuned controllers with chattering input responses. (b) Φ2 tuned controllers with less chattering input responses.

Figure 5: Highlighted closed-loop trajectories for a single noise realization with PI controllers and matched MPCs and shaded
95% confidence intervals based on 100 simulations. MPC reduces constraint violation compared to the PI controllers.

the MPC design combines efficient and systematic tuning of
a linear controller and advanced MPC properties such as con-
straint handling.

We apply the method to design MPC for an exothermic
chemical reaction conducted in an adiabatic CSTR, where the
operation point is close to a constraint. Our results show, that
MPC is successfully matched to the MC simulation tuned PI
controller. With the introduction of a soft output constraint,
MPC is able to reduce constraint violation compared to the
PI controller, while maintaining the tuned performance from
the PI controller.
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